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	What we do
50 years of sawing experience sawing metal up to 25 tonnes in finished, part finished, rolled, cast, forged or mill form. Supplier of quality bandsaw blades, band saw machines, circular saw blades machines.
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50 years of experience sawing metal



50 years of sawing experience sawing metal up to 25 tonnes in finished, part finished, rolled, cast, forged or mill form. Supplier of quality bandsaw blades, band saw machines, circular saw blades machines.
Our Services





Cutting Services



Even with the saw maximum capacities, we can often cut larger items depending on the particular cut to be achieved – contact our cutting office to discuss your requirement.
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Profiling and sectioning at Accurate Cutting Services, specialist heavy-duty metal cutting vertical bandsaw machines are used to produce substantial savings…
[image: Featured image for “Large sawing capacity”]Large sawing capacity



Large sawing capacity up to 6000mm long x 1000mm high cuts, or, 1500 x 2000 round or rectangular and weights…
[image: Featured image for “Bandsawing to remove excess material”]Bandsawing to remove excess material



Using bandsawing to remove excess material prior to machining – reduces machining time, produces reusable pieces of material instead of…
[image: Featured image for “Precision metal cutting service”]Precision metal cutting service



High speed precision metal cutting sawing service offering fast turnround of billets and blanks from 10mm diameter to 150mm diameter…
[image: Featured image for “Reclamation and failure investigation using saws”]Reclamation and failure investigation using saws



Substantial cost savings and valuable knowledge can be gained through metal reclamation and failure investigation using bandsaws, where large, machined…
[image: Featured image for “Special cutting applications for saws”]Special cutting applications for saws



Some jobs are special cutting applications, but require individual attention and solutions to cut. Accurate Cutting Services has specialised in…
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Amada Bi-Metal Bandsaw Blades for low alloy steels, aluminium, carbon steel, stainless, tool, die & mould steels, structural steel to 45 HRc, nickel…
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A Carbide Bandsaw Blades for more specialised metal cutting applications, particularly for fast cutting rates in difficult to cut materials.
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Carbide Tipped and Cermet disposable circular saw blades for all metal cutting circular saws including Amada, Kentai, Kasto, Tsune, Everising, Mega and others.
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Call our sales engineers for advice on the correct blade for your application.
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For guaranteed accuracy and quality, choose our abrasive cut-off machines. Call us now to enquire further about the products we can offer.
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Learn more about our range of bandsaws and how they can assist you and your project. Call us now to speak with our experienced team.
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Circular saw machines for metal cutting of ferrous and non-ferrous materials. Saws available as manual pull down, semi-automatic & automatic machines
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For top-quality milling machines that produce exceptional results, check out our products. Call us now to learn more about what we offer.
Used Bandsaws



With plenty of life left in them, our used bandsaws are a great alternative for projects on a limited budget. Call us now for more information.
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ABOUT US



Our Quality Accreditation



Quality accreditation approvals EN 9100:2018 and ISO 9001:2015
The quality accreditation includes a system to provide lot traceability to raw materials/components operating within a Quality Management System, which complies with the requirements of pr EN9100:2016 (technically equivalent to AS9100D and JISQ 9100:2016) and ISO 9001:2015 and is assessed in accordance with EN 9104-001:2013.


Mitre and angle cutting capacity up to 2000mm (78″) round or square.
Maximum weight limit 25 tonnes.
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Contact us about our superior cutting blades, machines and custom cutting services.

CONTACT US TODAY
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JOIN US ON
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